Money matters discussed at finance confab

The Finance Committee requested the chairman of Athletic, ASI Program and Publications Boards to explain their deficits in current financial statements at next Monday's meeting.

In the ASI financial statement of March 31, three boards show a combined deficit in reserves of $32,811. Btc Depper, Business and Social Science representative, said he would like to hear the board chairman from these programs explain why they are in the hole and how they expect to raise their deficits.

In other action, the Finance Committee discussed ASI's control of club expenses. Steve Prevsl and Bruce Raid, Agriculture and Natural Resources representatives said they were concerned about possible ASI interference in 70's and roller games. Mike Morning, commission chairman, suggested possible joint sponsoring of events by ASI and clubs could benefit both.

Melting and Dave Oldfield, ASI program manager, discussed the budget cuts made at last week's meeting and expressed hopes ASI will be able to support some of the more valuable activities and raise the contingency fund. He said the recommended level of $15,000 to $20,000 has been in the past. Oldfield said the tight budget has been caused by the limited enrollment for the past three years following a period of large expansion.

Farr to reveal his story

William Farr, the Los Angeles Times reporter who was jailed 48 days last November for refusing to disclose confidential news sources he used in a Charles Manson murder trial story, will speak here Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Union 286.

Admission to the lecture, which is being sponsored by the university chapter of the Sigma Delta Chi Professional Journalistic Society, will be 25 cents for students and $1 for non-students.

Farr, 38, free from jail pending the outcome of two court appeals at the state and federal levels, is expected to discuss his involvement in the Manson trial and the effects it is having on the insurance of a free press.

His involvement in the case came from a story he wrote for the Los Angeles Herald-Examiner concerning information he had received about a bizarre plot by Manson and his "family" to murder Frank Sinatra, Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, Tom Jones and other entertainers. Manson was later convicted of murder.

Superior Court Judge Charles Oldfield, presiding over the trial, asked Farr to reveal his sources of the story. Farr refused on the grounds of Section 170 of the Government Code which protects newsman's identity from disclosure. He was sentenced by Oldfield to an indefinite stay in jail.

Farr again refused and this time was sentenced by Oldfield to an indefinite stay in jail. According to Farr, he held the key to his cell "in his mouth" since all he had to do was talk to get out, but he never talked and he was 48 days behind bars because of it.

Now temporarily free, Farr will be speaking at this university and has indicated he will stay "as late as people want to ask him questions."

Petitions can be filed for potential ASI candidates

According to Bob Walters, advisor to ASI elections committee, filling out a petition for candidacy of ASI officers and Student Affairs Council (SAC) members April 13.

Potential candidates must file a petition for a position in the Activities Planning Center in the University Union. If the potential candidate meets qualifications and obtains at least three per cent of the signatures of the ASI, he will be eligible to run.

The deadline that the petitions must be in is April 13, 4:15 p.m. A candidates meeting will follow immediately after this deadline date in UU 207.

Candidates must have completed at least 60 units of collegiate study and shall not graduate during the term of office. He must earn at least seven units each quarter of his term of office.

Candidates must also be attending each meeting of ASI's Student Government and perform an average of at least 80 per cent in his major.

Under graduate and graduate students must have earned no fewer than 11 quarter units during the 13 months immediately preceding the term in which filing occurs and candidates must maintain a minimum of seven units during the term in which the election is held, maintaining a 2.0 grade point average.

Active campaigning will begin on April 10 and elections will be held May 9th and 10th.

A run-off candidates meeting will be held at 10 a.m., May 11, and run-off elections will follow on the 17th and 19th of the same month.

A BAC workshop consisting of outgoing and incoming representatives will be held May 15-17 to familiarize the new members with their duties as school representatives.

"All ASI candidates running for election in the school of Human Development and Education should be reminded that the number of their representatives has dropped from four to three due to a drop in the school's registration," Walters said.

Students battle demolition date for old Ag Ed

Cal Poly's oldest building is slated tor demolition while the university plans to make room for a new agriculture classroom and lab.

The Agricultural Education Building, scheduled for demolition in the 1968 Campus Master Plan, was designed by Peter Phillips, Cal Poly facilities planner.

"The Campus Planning Committee decided that the site on which Ag Ed stands was the best available, as it is contiguous with present and future architectural facilities, and it was fully discussed by the groups concerned," said Phillips.

The Campus Planning Committee is composed of the Cal Poly president, university vice president, student senate representative, academic senate, graduate student association, student body president, master plan architect, and S.A.C. representatives.

The Ag Ed building does not satisfy the minimum earthquake structural standards for public buildings as set forth in the 1965 Field Act, according to Phillips.

"This new building is needed if we are to maintain enrollment in architecture. Writing the new plans now will not be able to continue in their program in architecture here, said Normand, head of the School of Architecture and Environmental Design.

"By this time planning and seeking alternatives and approximately $179,000 have gone to the bank responsible to change at this late date. The money is not available enough to do that," said Dean Ransdall.

Opposition to demolition, Jay Betts and Bruce Reid, Kibby's architecture students and spokesmen for the Ad Hoc Committee for the Preservation of Old Ag Ed, said that the building should be saved, and that the new building should be integrated into the old.

"Our instruction here has emphasized learning how to integrate changes in new. We are being trained to be ar-[continued on page 8]
On last Friday an article under the title of "Israel didn't change the rules" attracted my attention and since a good number of people do not have the slightest idea about Zionist or Jewish dilemma, I decided to write a little about it.

The fact that Zionist propaganda was accepted by world Jews and was allowed to shape the attitude of Jews toward the Palestinians is quite puzzling. In fact, astonishing.

There were always Jewish dissenters and I will present their people do not have the slightest idea about the Palestinians. The people of the Book, the men of light, the victim of centuries of persecutions throughout the world Jews and was allowed to take back to the hills by U.S. military might and the state which is based upon a state who is backed to the block and they kept trying to "give" you an extra turn at bat, when you were the one tagging runners out at third and hitting the ball over the fence without undue strain. All some playing man's rule.

One day you're walking down the street, feeling groovy because you just passed that economics exam, and a carload of men pulls up alongside. Hanging out all the windows with delighted grins slathered all over their faces, "the boys" loudly comment on your legs ("look at those wheels"), your breasts ("what a set of knockers"), or your behind ("nice ass she's got there, huh?" or any combination of the three). Instant bumper.

Now let's not mistake me here. Every-woman alive knows from experience the difference between a genuine compliment or admiring stare and this brand of counterfeited praise. In every case the first one can say thank-you and smile. To the second there is no way home.

Old Ag's fate stirs nostalgia

Editor: Old Thoughts and Old Ag Ed. From your view I wonder how it must feel inside our place our space where coins go jingle jangle colors glow people tingle.

Uptima where you leave us to dream and play not to possess just express the freedom to learn to learn of your freedom.

Yes, In Time everything grows old though beneath your weathered skin your walla speak at yesterday and a time past your-or another woman's opinion with the old standby, "What's eating you, "on the rag" today?"

The list of particular experiences goes on ad infinitum. One common factor to them all is the complete absence of a socially-acceptable rebuttal to them. Rather than join the detractors, the woman is compelled to do nothing.

The common expectation of the male participants in these events is for the woman to "play" to the music instead. On one occasion I was presented with the implication behind these socially-accepted behaviors towards women.

The ogled stroller, the "serious" little cute, the patronized woman athlete and good old OTV, are all examples of the male belief in woman as a body, an object; woman as a biologically and intellectually inferior being. These unwritten privileges of males, which include the above rudeness and overtures, all culminate in the right of every male to call any woman a cow, a tuna, a bitch, a chick, a pig, (a wisard?), at all, with impunity, platonically denigrate the denial of human qualities like reason, strength and dignity to women.

The message, subtle though it may seem, (like a sledgehammer), comes through loud and clear. "Get those hands down to thy place, woman, and thou shall have peace from thy humiliation." It was great fun, but it was just one of those things...

Student reveals solution to arm-weary southpaws

Editor: I'm writing this letter primarily for the benefit of the left-handed students of this school. How many times have you gone into a lecture to discover every desk in the room is designed for right-handed ease of writing? Taking notes with your left hand seems uphill at best. I hope these hints will help you, and the teachers will take these into consideration for the future.

Though there isn't any left-handed desks at this school, there are some desks with large tables suitable for lefties or right-handers. Just pay a visit to the Business Director, Jim Landrith. I also want to remind you that a large table desk be put in the classroom of your choice. I know it will be most helpful and willing to help.

Mark Parrish
NEW REQUIREMENTS

Curriculum alteration

by BONNIE TRATES

Changes is not a new word on this campus. All about there are evidences of changes taking place, whether it be the addition of a new building or a change in a department's curriculum.

A change which will affect many people on this campus is the Ryan Act, passed in 1970 by the legislature. For those unfamiliar with the Ryan Act, it is basically concerned with changing requirements for teacher preparation and licensing in the state of California.

Students currently working toward a credential under the FISCH program don't need to make any adjustments if they meet the following requirements by September 18, 1974:

1. Completion of a Bachelor's Degree
2. Professional education course prerequisites and including student teaching (1 quarter)

If a student is currently planning to obtain a credential under the existing credential program, he should continue with his plans. He has the rest of this academic year, a whole academic year, plus a summer quarter in which to meet these requirements. Those just starting in education would be wise to see their advisors to plan for a credential under the Ryan Act.

By passing the Ryan Act, "The Legislature intends that within the framework of state control, school districts and teacher preparation institutions will develop programs which realistically meet the needs and resources of pupils, teacher preparation, school districts, and teacher preparation institutions." The Ryan Act has established the Commission on Teacher Preparation and Licensing, whose members were appointed by the Governor with the advice of the Senate.

The commission is in charge of carrying out the requirements of the act, which primarily concerns developing standards and guidelines for the certification of educational personnel. The commission is also in charge of forming an examination which is necessary, unless waived by obtaining an acceptable college degree program, to receive a credential.

Certiﬁcates under the Ryan Act will be given in:

1. Multiple subject instruction (replacing the Elementary Credential)
2. Single subject instruction (replacing the Secondary Credential)

A summary of requirements for a teaching credential under the Ryan Act includes the following, which is stated in the bill:

1. Baccalaureate degree or higher degree, except in professional education, from an approved institution.
2. A two-year program to be completed within five years of the first employment.
3. Approved program of professional preparation
4. Demonstration of knowledge of various methods of teaching reading
5. Passage of a subject matter examination or its waiver.

Among these requirements, the major changes are the requirement of a full semester of student teaching, a required four semester units in teaching reading, and the subject matter examination.

The requirements and conditions to be met under this act are numerous and detailed. Anyone wishing to gain a fuller understanding of the Ryan Act would profit by consulting those provisions of the Education Department, whose offices are in Library, Rooms 84-86.

A special note to prospective elementary teaching candidates (new freshmen though seniors). There will be a meeting in Poly Theatre at 11:00 a.m., April 18. Dr. Allen Miller, Liberal Studies Coordinator, will discuss the Ryan Act and the implementation through the Liberal Studies Major for those in elementary teaching.

Bake sale set for kiddie fund

Delicious baked goods will be sold this Thursday in the union pleas from 9:30 a.m. to 9:40 p.m. to raise funds for the Children's Center here.

This is the second bake sale sponsored by the center, according to Mrs. Alvah Davis, director of the children's center. "The funds will be used primarily to buy equipment for the children," Mrs. Davis said, noting that the $77 raised at the previous bake sale was used to buy chairs.

Mrs. Davis added that the sale was initiated and carried out by the parents' club within the center.

Copeland's goes to the beach

"Copeland's Clothes" goes to the beach with Bikinis by Paul Maris, Clogs by Bella Tramps, Hawaiian Shirt by Hang Ten, Bush Shorts by Ruff Rider, Sandals by Bort Carleton, Body by Suzi.

Copeland's goes to the beach with Bikinis by Paul Maris, Clogs by Bella Tramps, Hawaiian Shirt by Hang Ten, Bush Shorts by Ruff Rider, Sandals by Bort Carleton, Body by Suzi.
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New legislation for teachers to be explained

A change in credentials legislation could necessitate a transfer in major for prospective elementary teachers according to Dr. A. D. Miller, coordinator of the Liberal Studies Program.

Miller said that all prospective elementary teachers (PRT's) who are preparing to teach will find it necessary to transfer their major to the new Liberal Studies Program.

The meeting is scheduled to explain the new credential legislation because "most students will probably find it necessary to transfer their major to the new Liberal Studies Program," Miller said.

The alternative to changing one's major is by passing the General Education portion of the Common Examinations of the National Teachers Examinations, which is equivalent to the first three years of the Liberal Studies major.

The exams cover English Expression, Social Studies, Literature and the Fine Arts, and Science and Mathematics.
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To Implement Ideas is Machado's ambition

Elimination of further flood threats and the utility tax are two major goals of San Luis Obispo mayoral candidate R.M. (Bob) Machado.

A native of the San Luis Obispo area, Machado is concerned about the possibility of further flooding as well as the preservation of natural resources. According to Machado, the creeks should be cleaned of debris and hazardous trees removed from the banks. He proposes an annual inspection and cleaning of these channels.

Another answer to the threat of flooding is the construction of check or flood control dams north and south of San Luis Obispo. San Luis Creek and El Capitan Creek to control water entering the city limits, according to Machado.

Machado believes these safeguards can be implemented without destroying the city's natural beauty. "All of us in this area are ecology minded or we wouldn't be here," Machado explained.

The second of Machado's goals is to eliminate the five per cent utility tax. "I want to see the utility tax postponed or eliminated and the property tax reduced as long as we have this federal revenue going," Machado explained.

The 31-year-old construction worker is concerned also with the lack of recreational facilities in the city. Bed tax revenue could be spent to increase facilities such as a miniature golf course or tennis courts, according to Machado.

"We could use a bigger recreational center. Any facility does not have to be built with one group or use in mind," Machado explained. Machado said he favors the establishment of a city transportation system and the enhancement of the downtown area.

Low Car Insurance Rates
For Students
* Who have no more than 2 traffic tickets
* Who have had their California Drivers License for 3 years
* Who have had no accidents

Strand-Murrell Agency
1124 Nipomo
543-2539

Biologists seek photo entries
Tri Beta biology club is sponsoring a photo contest of biology-related pictures for Poly Royal.

The pictures will be divided into groups for ecology, botany, and general scenery with classification for color and black and white. Jim's Campus Camera is offering a $15 gift certificate for the best picture. An honorable mention will be awarded the best picture in each category.

The pictures will be displayed with the biology exhibit during Poly Royal.

Any size of mounted print will be accepted until April 30th. Prints may be turned in by persons other than Cal Poly students and staff, said Jim Jones, organizer.

Pictures must have the photographers' name and phone number on the back and may be turned into the biology department, office. Members of Tri Beta will judge the photos which may be picked up after the show.

CITY COUNCIL APRIL 17

'Slow growth' Stone's plank
Heavy emphasis on community services, the housing problem and slow controlled growth of the city are the planks constituting the political platform of city council-hopeful Norman A. Stone.

His slender bearded face, accentuated by wire-rimmed glasses and shoulder length hair pulled back into a ponytail, conveys sincerity when he says, "I am running mainly because I haven't seen any representation for the little people, who constitute a vast segment of our community."

Stone's answer to funding more community service programs is to increase the city's tax base through the solicitation of non-polluting industries and eliminate city promotional advertising, while expanding advertising of community activities.

"Activities will do the job better than we could ever advertise the city," Stone commented.

Another untapped source of revenue, according to Stone, would emerge with the annexation of this university. Stone proposes annexation would mean an income of $80,000 in state taxes for the city.

Currently unemployed, he has been active in the Economic Opportunity Commission, the local peace movement and Green Roots II, of which he is a member of the board of directors.

Can he implement his programs and ideas into the city governmental system?
"My ability to work with people of all different persuasions enables me to work with almost anybody. The city council is in a position to very closely direct the progress of our city. It is inclined now to be very interested in our environment. These are compounded into the idea I have."

According to Stone, the paramount goal of his candidacy is to maintain integrity of the community—ecologically and size wise.

The 31-year-old candidate received a bachelor's degree in animal husbandry from the University of California at Davis in 1968 and has taken graduate courses at this university. If elected, he intends to work with the community and this university to alleviate problems such as flooding.

Valerie Endres is your candidate
Valerie Endres practiced what you have preached during her service on the City Planning Commission.

Quality housing, intelligent planning, preservation of natural bounties, close communication with the public.

Now Valerie wants to serve on the City Council. She believes the future of the University and the community go hand in hand. Don't hand your vote to the developers who pose in the middle of the political road and talk of "controlled growth."
Norris uses his balance to run for city council

"Balance is my thing, that's what I stand for." That's how city council candidate Jesse Norris summarizes his campaign platform.

A very active citizen in community activities, Norris said he was drafted by numerous people in the community to run for the council seat.

A graduate of this university, he received his bachelor's degree in animal husbandry in 1967 and is employed as a vocational educator within the County Office of Education.

The 48-year-old educator has been active in the Economic Opportunity Commission, the restoration of Banning School, the County Historical Society and is the board of directors of Achievement House.

In an expanding, changing city like San Luis Obispo, Norris believes he can bring a balanced viewpoint to a city council seat.

"There is a need for a balance between the two extremes. I feel people want a balance because they can not afford either extreme," he said.

He expressed a desire to protect the environment and utilize the city's natural beauty to promote recreational programs within the community.

"We can't freeze the community as it is. You have to provide jobs and housing for those people who graduate from high school and remain. I stand for well-planned, slow growth," he said.

"I'm sure going to work toward the achievement of them. I'd have a definite hand on the city council, no doubt about it. I have very broad-based community backing," he explained.

The status of the court case of the Gay Student Union and various aspects of homosexuality were the subject under discussion Tuesday night on Studio Break, KCPR radio's public service program.

The conversation led by Liane Lucidette, newswoman for KCPR, and Dave Roenigk, station manager for KCPR, Robert Christensen, former president of the ACLU and Dave Young, secretary-treasurer of the group, explained the legal position of the Associated Students Inc. case against the university in behalf of the ACLU.

Recognition of the ACLU as a campus club was denied by Superior Court Judge Richard Harris on March 30. Harris upheld the university's rejection of the group's bylaws on the grounds that the membership and voting rights clauses discriminated against homosexuals, denying them full membership rights in the club.

Student Affairs Council, the Gay Student Union, the ACLU, has voted to continue the case in the appellate courts, according to newswoman for KCPR, and Steve Ruegnitz, station manager for KCPR.

Casual Pant Clear Away

Flare legs, slash pockets, patch pockets, solids, stripes, and fancies

KNIT JEANS NOW 98.90-8.119 & 13.00

ALL WASH AND WEAR 1/2 PRICE

946 Higuera St., Mission Mall No.2
Downtown San Luis Obispo

bicycle race
Archie prof will present art etchings to students

When Ronald Morgan says "Come up and see my etchings" he is not issuing the usual invitation favored by gentlemens of an earlier period.

Morgan, a member of the architecture faculty, will be discussing his art work during a presentation entitled "Graphic Processes As Creative Exercises," scheduled for Thursday in Union 300 at 11 a.m.

In addition to his experience as an instructor, Morgan has done extensive work in design for firms in Philadelphia and San Francisco, as well as presenting several one-man shows of his works at University of California at Berkeley and other places in the Bay Area.

This is an architect's model of the proposed architecture classroom and lab building. It is scheduled to be built on the land the old Ag Ed building stands on.

'Save that building'...

(continued from page 1)

chisella, and tearing down Ag Ed to build a new building is wasteful and does not coincide with that training," said Bette.

"POLY 500"
SOAP BOX DERBY
Entry Deadline is
THIS MONDAY
AT 8 p.m.

"Ag Ed has functioned in the past, is functioning now practically 24 hours a day, and is considered by all members of this committee as the best lab in which they have worked at Cal Poly," said Reid.

The committee is circulating petitions, displaying signs and posters, writing letters to government officials at all levels, soliciting support from many groups including the Alumni Association, and publicizing their campaign.

Both spokesmen said that their lab's Poly Royal activities will be focused on saving the building.

"We are having a Band and Paint-In at 10 a.m. this Saturday in Ag Ed, and everyone is invited to stop in and see what we are doing to save the building," said Reid.

MISSION YARN & CRAFTS
FREE INSTRUCTION WITH PURCHASE
TOP QUALITY IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC YARNS
needles point kits, crewel kits, rug hooking and weaving looms
OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9-30-9-30
THURSDAY TIL 9-00
761 Higuera 843-7741

SPRINKLE SCENTED TALCUM POWDER FOR A SENSUAL FINISHING TOUCH.
STRAWBERRY-CUCUMBER
KAMA BUTRA OIL-THE OIL OF LOVE. FOUR OUNCES AT $5.00

THE ART OF SENSUAL MASSAGE KIT WITH BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS AND AMPLE OIL ($7.95 VALUE) $6.00

888 monterey st
Football rebuilds team
by KEITH ELDRIDGE

The Saturday morning sky was clear and the temperature would nudge the 80’s by mid-afternoon. Before the morning passes away, a never ending cycle would begin to repeat itself.

Sophomore fullback John Hansen (left) leads the offense as quarterback Kirk Hubbard (67) rolls out during opening day of spring practice Saturday.

SPRING PRACTICE

When Mustang head coach Joe Harper talks, everybody listens. The team is shown during first day of spring practice with Yosemite Hall in the background.
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Football starts rebuilding...
(Continued from page 7)
Lineman is come along in my six years at Cal Poly."

Tackle Steve Greyfield, a 285-

pound senior and occasional

quarterback last year, is another

outstanding member of the of-

fensive front line, along with

center Tom Billingsley (308-

pound junior).

Quarterback John Pettis, who

guided the Mustangs to only one

loss (University of North Dakota, 28-17, at the Caraila Bowl) in 13

starting assignments over a two-

year span, is ready to

unbeaten All-Central California Con-

ference quarterback John

Williams is the heir apparent.

The junior from Taft Junior College, a railroad type half-

back general, will fill nicely into

Harper's option-oriented style of

play.

Others returning to the starting

offensive unit are strong and

well-coached.

Walter Mead, tailback Rich

Gliniak, and slotback Dan

Carcavio.

Of the 11 returning on the
defensive unit, six were starters.

They include tackles George

Freudenber, end Steve Ewgsne

Moreau, end strong

Freudenber, linebackers Grsg

Williams, and slotback Dan

Ewgsne Moreau, end strong

Freudenber, linebackers Grsg
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